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To: OBRL Quarterly <ourcontacts@orgonelab.org>
From: James DeMeo <demeo@mind.net>
Subject: OBRL Quarterly #6, Late Summer 2004
Cc:
Bcc:
Attachments:

OBRL Quarterly #6, Late Summer 2004
This is the infrequent ~Quarterly version of the OBRL-News-Bulletin,
from the Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory in Ashland, Oregon, USA.
(A non-profit foundation. If you wish to continue getting this Quarterly,
be sure to address point #9 below. Or point #10, if you do not.)

Ten topical notices below:
1. Summer Seminars will Resume in 2005
2. Orgone Biophysical Research In Progress: To-T Research and
Atmospheric Potentials (with graphic)
3.

Forthcoming

Published

Articles

4. Call for Papers: Conference on New Research in Orgonomy in 2005
5. Book Donations to OBRL
6. The Controversial Nature of OBRL-News-Bulletin
7. The OBRL/NEW Bookstore
8.

Funding/Donation

List

Appeal

9. Please Transfer to OBRL Quarterly at Yahoo Groups.
10. To get off our list. (see below)
******************************
1. Summer Seminars will Resume in 2005 at the OBRL Greensprings Center! This year, we took a
break from the usual time-consuming lectures and seminars which have been held at OBRL over the last 8
years, to catch up on writing and research as described below. But our seminars will resume next year,
in Summer of 2005. A special "Conference on Orgonomic Research" is also planned, as discussed below.
2. Orgone Biophysical Research In Progress
!!!!!! A) To-T Documentation. Over this summer research has continued with investigation of the
Orgone Accumulator thermal anomaly -- of spontaneous and anomalous subtle heat production inside the
orgone accumulator, called the "To-T" experiment -- which the late Albert Einstein once called a "bomb
in physics" given its refutation of the second law of thermodynamics. Specialized small orgone
accumulators with precisely matched control enclosures were constructed, with their interior
temperatures monitored around the clock by automated data recording computer system. Starting in 1999,
these experiments have been conducted under various conditions, including indoors within a
specially-constructed "thermal nest" inside the OBRL laboratory building, shielded from direct thermal
heat sources - especially the Sun - but allowed to freely communicate with the atmosphere. Later
experiments were conducted outdoors in a special "thermal shelter" located under a tree canopy, with
various control procedures applied so as to fully rule out the classical thermodynamic objections.
Spontaneous and highly anomalous temperature increases of up to 0.6 degrees C. have so far been
recorded within small 3-ply accumulators, showing both diurnal and weather-dependent cycles, a most
remarkable validation of the effect given the very rigorous controls applied to the experimental
arrangements. These experiments will continue through 2004 and into the next year. A Figure showing a
graph of the thermal anomaly readings over a 10-day period is posted here -- it is reminiscent of a
heart-beat:
http://www.orgonelab.org/thermal.jpg
!!!!!! B) Atmospheric Potentials. The electrical charge of the atmosphere, using a long wire
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antenna attached to a Vacuum-Tube Millivoltmeter (Kiethley 610-B), is being constantly monitored,
following on the early experiments of Harold Saxton Burr on the "electrodynamic field" model. Those
experiments showed parallel agreement with Reich's observations on atmospheric orgone energy charge,
and the present experiments at OBRL are designed to more fully evaluate this hypothesis. Dr. DeMeo
undertook extensive millivoltmeter experiments during the 1970's and 80's, as a means of measuring
atmospheric oranur effects, but only recently has this same research track been opened to renewed
investigation. Demonstrations of the millivoltmeter detection methods are a regular part of the OBRL
seminars.
3. Forthcoming Published Articles. Dr. DeMeo has written five new articles on his "Saharasia"
research, scheduled for appearance within published books and mainstream anthropology journals in the
coming months. Another article on the topic of "Cosmological Ether-Drift" and its relationship to
orgone energy and the "dark matter" question will also soon appear in a physics journal. All the
articles mention Wilhelm Reich's priority either substantially, or at minimum in significant
citations. As the articles are published, they will be announced specifically on OBRL-News-Bulletin
and OBRL-Quarterly.
4. Call for Papers: Conference on New Research in Orgonomy in 2005. OBRL will be hosting a
2 or 3 day "Conference on Orgonomy" in August of 2005, at the OBRL Greensprings Center near Ashland,
Oregon. The Conference will focus upon new research findings in the field of social and
orgone-biophysical orgonomy. The event will be open to the general public for attendance. A list of
speakers and presentations will include, but not be limited to the following:
* Richard Blasband: Consciousness and Orgonomic Theory
* James DeMeo: A 5-Year Desert Greening Project in Eritrea, Africa
* Tom DiFerdinando: An Orgonomically-Based Therapy for Pain and Injury
* Joseph Heckman: Plant Growth Response to Orgone Accumulators
* Peter Jones: Bastian's Plastide Particles and the Bions
* Roberto Maglione: Orgone accumulator field experiments with Corn Seed
Professionals and independent scholars who wish to present new research findings in the field of
natural scientific or social orgonomy at this Conference, should submit their presentation ideas for
consideration to Dr. James DeMeo, with the following information: A one-page Abstract of no more than
500 words, suitable for photocopy reproduction and distribution at the Conference, with the author's
name, professional status and contact information. This can be sent by postal mail, or emailed as an
attachment. A sample Abstract form appears on the Conference webpage, along with other pertinent
information:
http://www.orgonelab.org/Conference2005.htm
5. Book Donations to OBRL. Several individuals have, in recent months, contributed sets of books
and old journals of great historical value for orgonomy to the OBRL Library and Archives. These
individuals include Chuck Kelley and Eva Reich, and we wish to publicly thank them for their
generosity.
6. The Controversial Nature of Our Other Newsletter, OBRL-News-Bulletin:
OBRL-News-Bulletin is a separate email list from this one, the OBRL-Quarterly, and its postings for
recent years have predominantly focused upon the topic of DeMeo's "Saharasia" and Reich's "Mass
Psychology of Fascism", as they are played out in recent years on the international social scene, most
notably in Islamic-Saharasian regions. The various postings have stimulated much open discussion and
controversy, and will continue more or less into the foreseeable future, just as the problem of
international terrorism and the new epoch of global spreading of "Saharasian" cultural/emotional
armoring continues. Of special concern is the growing global spread and influence of the Wahhabist
variant of Islam, which originated in the deserts of Saudi Arabia, and has taken on a quality even
more deadly than what occurred in Europe during the Medieval period of female genocide
("witch-burning"), as organized by the Christian Church. It appears to be radicalizing and supplanting
all other branches of the Islamic faith -- being promoted via ~70-Billion dollars per year from its
hyper-puritanical sponsors in Saudi Arabia, at the core-epicenter of Saharasia. The Wahhabist creed
constitutes the emotional foundations of the Talibans, Osama Bin Ladin, the murderers of Russian
school-children, and various suicide-bomber-murder cults from New York to Madrid, Palestine to Bali.
It is far more threatening to human life, love and freedom, and better organized and funded, with
ongoing political support from many Saharasian-Islamic nations, than any other life-negative ideology
one might point to by comparison. As demonstrated with exacting and painful detail in DeMeo's book
"Saharasia", this form of hardened anti-life ideology, and the character structures who carry it, was
born within the harsh deserts of Arabia. It was used as a prototypical model in DeMeo's original
Saharasian research for the most extremely armored and patristic character structure observed and
described by cross-cultural researchers in anthropology. While some have argued that human
characterological armoring "is global" today, or that "violence is global", or that "structural
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violence" within Western democracies is comparable to the armored patrism of modern Islam, objective
analysis refutes this assertion utterly, and the original Saharasian maps continue to be a powerful
predictor of global events. There is substantive evidence to demonstrate a lower incidence of armoring
and social violence within the modern-day nations most geographically distant from Saharasia. In fact,
the history of the bloody 20th Century indicates those regions geographically closest to Saharasia
fell to the fascist plague most readily and willingly -- specifically Nazi Germany, the Soviet Union,
Red China and Imperial Japan -- and together with the Islamist variant of totalitarian social
structure, they constituted the largest historical spreading of violent-armored patristic character
structure in the history of the world. Genocides and mass-murder, going well beyond even the Jewish
Holocaust, were the consequence, and there is virtually nothing even remotely approaching these levels
of sadistic mass-violence within the nations distant from Saharasia. This is fact, even though the
Emotional Plague of Mankind (Reich's term) has infected nearly every nation to a greater or lesser
extent. The peak expression of this geographical pattern was in the mid-20th Century. More will be
said on this subject in DeMeo's future publications, but the reader who is fully ignorant of the
details underlying this provocative paragraph should obtain the original book --Saharasia: The 4000
BCE Origins of Child Abuse, Sex-Repression, Warfare and Social Violence, In the
Deserts of the Old World -- most quickly and directly from the OBRL online bookstore:
http://www.orgonelab.org/cart/xdemeo.htm This is controversial material, certainly, as upsetting for
people anchored on the conservative-right as on the liberal-left sides of the
characterological/sociological political split. It goes to the functional core of the human dilemma,
following on Reich's important discovery of human armoring and those factors which create the "Mass
Psychology" of fascism and social violence. OBRL News Bulletin will continue to be a conduit for
relevant materials. Subscribers to OBRL-Quarterly who wish to get on that more controversial and
frequent OBRL-News-Bulletin list, should request to be added (be sure to clarify, you want
"OBRL-News-Bulletin"), or subscribe yourself at the Yahoo Groups website:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/OBRL-News-Bulletin For now it is simply restated that Reich's
discoveries, and DeMeo's Saharasia findings are a "red-hot coal" dropped into the hands, which
challenge major parts of nearly everyone's world view, while also providing an exceptionally clear
understanding of the "why" behind historical and current events.
7. The OBRL/NEW Bookstore List. Our Internet Bookstore continues to offer some of the most
controversial and difficult-to-obtain titles on new science discoveries and social concerns, including
many "timeless" titles by scientist-authors whose findings only grow in significance with passing
years. The booklist includes the available published works by Wilhelm Reich, A.S. Neill, Harold Burr,
Frank Brown, Dayton Miller, Giorgio Piccardi, Viktor Schauberger, and many others. We also offer
meters for detection of low-level electromagnetic and nuclear radiation, and the newly-developed Life
Energy Meter. If you haven't visited our Internet Product and Bookstore recently, come take a look.
http://www.orgonelab.org/naturalenergy
Specifically we can recommend our latest publication Heretic's Notebook: Emotions, Protocells,
Ether-Drift and Cosmic Life Energy, with New Research Supporting Wilhelm Reich. If you
have an interest in Reich's discoveries, this book provides some of the most substantive, objective
and up-to-date research on the subject:
http://www.orgonelab.org/cart/xpulse.htm
8. Funding/Donation Appeal. OBRL continues to suffer from financial difficulties. There always is
a pressing need for new laboratory apparatus, and the small reservoir which was used to help finance
our Summer seminars over eight years is now depleted -- the summer seminars always cost OBRL far more
than they brought in from fees, and so it is very likely the fees will be increased for 2005. If you
are in a position to donate to OBRL, please do so at this webpage:
http://www.orgonelab.org/cart/donation.htm
For more details, please review our most recent Funding Letter:
http://www.orgonelab.org/funding.htm
9. Please Transfer to OBRL Quarterly at Yahoo Groups. To streamline our emailing procedures,
we request that you take a moment to transfer your email address to OBRL-Quarterly at Yahoo Groups, by
one of these methods:
A. Go to the OBRL Homepage http://www.orgonelab.org), scan down towards the bottom of the page, and
enter your email into the Yahoo box identifying OBRL-Quarterly.
B. Go to the Yahoo Groups page for OBRL-Quarterly, and subscribe there:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/OBRL-Quarterly
C. Simply reply back to this email requesting "add me to OBRL-Quarterly", and we will do it for you.
10. TO GET OFF OUR LIST: If you accidentally are on our mailing list and do NOT wish to receive
this material, please let us know by simple return email. Our return email address is a real one, and
we will honor all requests. We update our email list ourselves, do not share our e-list or use
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commercial email services, and obtain our addresses only from previously-received requests and
correspondence, including round-letters sent to us. If want off for any reason, just let us know.
******************************
Please copy and distribute as you wish, to other interested individuals and groups, but only in full
and unedited form.
Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory, Inc.
A Non-Profit Science Research and Educational Foundation, Since 1978
Greensprings Center, PO Box 1148
Ashland, Oregon 97520 USA
E-mail to: info@orgonelab.org
This page, and all contents, Copyright (C) 2004
by the Orgone Biophysical Research Laboratory, Inc.
[Non-text portions of this message have been removed. Go to the provided web links for photos.]
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